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Housing and Economic Development Working Group Report 

 

1. Executive Summary 

 

1.1 Chichester District Council has allocated a minimum of 50 homes to be delivered in the Parish of 

North Mundham (‘The Parish’) within the period 2016 – 2035. The locations and nature of those 50 

new dwellings can be influenced by a robust Neighbourhood Plan for the Parish. 

 

1.2 This document sets out how the Housing and Economic Development Working Group plans: 

 

• To identify a range of types and tenures of high-quality open market and affordable housing: 

- in the most sustainable locations 

- accessible to local services and facilities 

- complementing and enhancing the built and natural environment 

- that meets the needs of the individuals and families seeking housing in the Parish 

• to catalogue all potential sites for development 

• to assess and categorise those sites according to defined criteria  

• to thereby optimise the construction of additional housing in the Parish 

• to support Economic Activity within the Parish 

 

1.3 The information and evidence included in this report will be used to inform the Scope of Plan and 

presented at future consultation events to get further input from parish residents. 

 

2. Introduction and background 

 

2.1 The parish of North Mundham (‘The Parish’) is in a largely rural setting mainly devoted to 

agriculture and horticulture.  A designated Horticultural Development Area in the North of the parish 

supports the majority of the employment, and the two established settlement areas are also in the 

North of the parish. 

 

2.2 This report sets out the aim, objectives and recommendations of the Housing Working Group on 

how we propose to deliver the Parish’s housing allocation, and determine the design standards we 

would wish to see followed. (Note:  following advice that design standards have more weight if 

incorporated as specific policies, rather than in a supporting document, any reference to a separate 

Design Guide has been removed) 

 

2.3 “Once a neighbourhood plan has been brought into force, the policies it contains take precedence 

over existing non-strategic policies in a local plan covering the neighbourhood area, where they are in 

conflict; unless they are superseded by strategic or non-strategic policies that are adopted 

subsequently” (Ref NPPF Para 30).   Residents of the Parish can expect Chichester District Council 

decision makers to determine applications for planning permission in accordance with the Parish’s 

Neighbourhood Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
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2.4 The Chichester District Local Plan Review 2016 – 2035 sets the minimum number of dwellings 

expected to be completed in the District in that period. The planned level of housing growth for the 

Parish over this period is a minimum of 50 units. Of this 50, homes built after 1 April 2016 will be 

taken into account (this date may be revised in future iterations of the Local Plan).  Sites of fewer than 

six houses will be regarded as ‘windfall’ sites and will not count towards the provision of 50 units. 

 

2.5 If the Neighbourhood Plan did not allocate sites, then Chichester District Council would control 

this allocation.  

 

3. Aim and Objectives 

 

3.1 The Working Group’s aim and objectives are based upon the evidence from: 

• Responses given in the Neighbourhood Plan survey; 

• Input from the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and Working Groups 

• Input from Neighbourhood Plan workshops; 

• Input from local stakeholder groups (?) 

 

3.2 The Working Group’s aim is to meet the demand from and needs of the local community for high 

quality, well designed new market and affordable homes within sustainable locations whilst 

conserving and enhancing the natural environment. The Working Group will do this by setting out 

specific proposals in the Neighbourhood Plan that complement the existing national and district 

policies. 

 

3.3 In delivering this aim, the Working Group has the following objectives: 

 

3.3.1. To meet the needs and expectations of local people by allocating high quality new open market 

and affordable homes within the planning boundary. 

 

3.3.2. In accordance with local and national policy, to provide for a range of housing mix, types and 

tenures in the most sustainable locations that are accessible to local services and facilities. 

 

3.3.3. To set out design specifications to ensure that new homes and developments complement and 

enhance the Parish’s built and natural heritage. 

 

3.3.4.  To facilitate an appropriate level of economic activity in the Parish. 

 

4. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 

 

4.1 To inform and shape these objectives, the Working Group undertook a SWOT analysis (what 

follows is my first guess – further input welcome): 
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SWOT Analysis for Group 

 

Strengths: 

 

• Available sites are mainly close to and 

accessible to public transport. 

• Subject to further analysis, sufficient sites 

exist within the Parish to meet the 

requirement. 

• Sites to support economic activity exist.  

 

Weaknesses: 

 

• Inadequate number of 1- & 2-bedroom dwellings 

and bungalows. 

• Need for more affordable accommodation. 

• Lack of Infrastructure, in particular road capacity 

and drainage. 

• Area is constrained by flood risk. 

• No identified brownfield sites for development. 

 

Opportunities: 

 

• The opportunity to create design 

specifications that complement and 

enhance the Parish’s built and natural 

environment. 

• To develop employment opportunities for 

local people. 

• To partner with developers to improve 

facilities for local residents. 

Threats: 

 

• Limited amount of amenity open space, which 

any further development may impact. 

• Demand from house buyers who retire from 

outside the area. 

• Ageing population structure. 

• Loss of young people who cannot afford to stay in 

the Parish. 

• Risk of flooding, both from river and surface 

water. 

 

 

5. Objectives and Evidence 

 

5.1 The remainder of this report sets out evidence against the Working Group’s four objectives, which 

combined will deliver the aim the Group has set, and also the wider Neighbourhood Plan vision. It 

also sets out the proposed next steps of the Working Group. 

 

5.2 The Working Group has also been very aware of the fact that its role is to look at where the 

Neighbourhood Plan can make recommendations which add to the policy framework. 

 

5.3  Objective 1 

 

Provide a mix of housing cost and type to suit local needs, enabling people to remain in the 

village as their circumstances change.  

 

5.3.1 The Working Group is aware that Chichester District’s Local Plan is still being developed, and 

there is considerable pressure to identify sites.  Against this there is clearly a need to retain 

agricultural land which is of significant value to the local economy.  In the absence of brownfield land 

within the parish, there is a need to identify sites which have a minimum impact on the supply of 

agricultural land. 

 

5.3.2 The existing pattern of housing development in the parish clusters the existing housing in two 

settlement areas adjacent to the B2166, which is the only classified road which passes through the 

parish.  As a result, there has been little development of infrastructure to the south.  Other roads in 
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the parish are unclassified, narrow and not suitable for heavy traffic, notwithstanding that fact that 

they are used by large agricultural machinery.  There is no foul drainage main or mains gas supply to 

the parish south of the settlement areas.   

 

5.3.3  Housing in the parish includes a number of houses operated as affordable housing, all of which 

lies in the North Mundham settlement area and operated by a variety of social housing providers, as 

follows: 

 

Data to be provided. 

 

In a wider context throughout the parish, some idea of the mix of housing can be derived from the 

listing of Council Tax bands, as follows: 

 

Tax Band A B C D E F G H I Total 

North Mundham 23 50 91 36 48 33 21 1 0 303 

Runcton 13 0 19 52 47 38 62 3 0 234 

South Mundham 2 0 1 6 14 16 17 2 0 58 

 

 

5.3.4 A Call for Sites (see Annex A) was initiated in May 2019 and advertised in the following places: 

• Placed on all three Parish Council noticeboards 

• Submitted to Chichester District Council 

• Uploaded to the front page of the Parish Council’s website 

• Featured on the Parish Council’s Facebook page 

 

As at 0900 on 1 January 2020, this has resulted in a total of 12 sites being submitted, listed in Annex 

B.   

 

5.3.5 The Working Group is aware of the recent Henfield Judgement 

(http://cornerstonebarristers.com/cmsAdmin/uploads/r-(stonegate)-v-horsham-dc-final.pdf) and that “It is 

essential that the authority ….. responsible for the adoption of the plan ….as well as the authorities 

and the public consulted, are presented with an accurate picture of what reasonable alternatives there 

are and why they are not considered to be the best option.”  

 

5.3.6 In order to achieve this objective and to ensure that the Neighbourhood Plan is as robust as 

possible, the Working Group recognises it is necessary to review all potential sites.  To be eligible for 

consideration within the Neighbourhood Plan, sites must be able to accommodate at least six 

dwellings and therefore any sites that are unable to meet this number will be excluded.  The Group 

has undertaken a comparison with the sites already identified as being suitable for development in 

Chichester District’s Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) 2018.  This has 

not revealed any sites accepted by the HELAA which have not been submitted in response to the Call 

of Sites. The Working Group will carry out a further assessment of the remaining sites, all of which 

have the potential to be counted towards the Parish’s allocation, against the criteria set out in Annex 

C. 

 

5.3.7 The Working Group is keen to emphasise that, by being listed as a potential site, it does not 

mean that the site has been designated for development. It means that, given the evidence the Group 

has collected so far, the site has not been excluded from further assessment and wider consultation. 
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The evidence may demonstrate that some potential sites are more suitable as community assets, 

open spaces or for commercial use, or retained as agricultural land or natural habitat. The Group will 

be working with the other Working Groups to ensure the Neighbourhood Plan looks at a range of local 

needs and issues.  For example a site may lend itself to the provision of some central community 

facility such as a business hub, shop, library or office accommodation for the Parish Council, or may 

offer a tract of open space for allotments or other recreation.   

 

5.3.8 Where sites do not come forward to be considered for development now, the Neighbourhood 

Plan can still control their future use by proposing site specific policies for the benefit of the 

community that can be applied should the site become available within the plan period (ie up to 2035). 

Site specific policies could be for housing, infrastructure, tourism, leisure, business use etc. If the 

Neighbourhood Plan does not do this, sites that become available will be counted as windfall and the 

Parish will have no control over what gets built there. 

 

5.3.9 The Working Group will remain open to the possibility of working with site owners, who have not 

put their land forward, in order to consider potential future development and possible site-specific 

policies. That way the community would have control, through the Neighbourhood Plan, as to how the 

site could be used in the future. 

 

Proposal 1 That the Working Group may initiate discussions with site owners, including those who 

have not put their land forward, in order to consider potential future development and possible site-

specific policies. 

 

Proposal 2 The Working Group completes the Site Assessment Criteria and takes forward to further 

assessment the sites put forward to the Neighbourhood Plan. 

 

Housing Needs  

 

5.4.1The Parish Survey identified four respondents on the housing register (Data from the housing 

register awaited).  It also identified 62 respondents who plan to move in the next five years, of whom 

half wished to remain in the Parish.  A large proportion were single adults.  There was also a widely 

recognised need for affordable housing.    

 

5.4.2 The Group recognises that of the 596 survey forms distributed, a total of 210 were 

returned within the required period, representing an overall response rate of 35.2%. Further research 

would be helpful, in particular data from the Housing Register, to identify needs which may not have 

been reflected in the survey results. 

 

5.4.3 When asked “What type of property would be most suitable for the household member(s) 

planning or needing to move?” the preferences were fairly evenly spread between houses, bungalows 

and flats. When asked to identify the preferred type of housing, there was a significant preference for 

smaller properties with no more than three bedrooms. 

 

5.4.5 Significantly, 84% of respondents gave their support to “the provision of a mix of dwelling types 

including in particular, smaller dwellings for young families or those downsizing and encourage a 

proportion of development which enables people to live independently within their home.” 
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Proposal 3 That the existing policy framework relating to providing a range of dwelling types and 

sizes to meet the identified local need continues to be given full weight and consideration as part of 

the planning process. Following stakeholder and public consultation the Working Group will consider if 

further policy is needed in relation to this. 

 

5.5  Objective 2 

 

Promote the sustainable construction of good quality homes. 

 

Location and Infrastructure 

 

5.5.1 The NPPF sets out a number of planning principles, including:  

 

Planning policies and decisions should recognise that sites to meet local business and community 

needs in rural areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond existing settlements, and in 

locations that are not well served by public transport. In these circumstances it will be important to 

ensure that development is sensitive to its surroundings, does not have an unacceptable impact on 

local roads and exploits any opportunities to make a location more sustainable (for example by 

improving the scope for access on foot, by cycling or by public transport). (NPPF Para 84) 

 

To provide the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community needs, planning 

policies and decisions should: 

:a) plan positively for the provision and use of shared spaces, community facilities (such as local 

shops, meeting places, sports venues, open space, cultural buildings, public houses and places of 

worship) and other local services to enhance the sustainability of communities and residential 

environments; 

b) take into account and support the delivery of local strategies to improve health, social and cultural 

well-being for all sections of the community; 

c) guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, particularly where this would 

reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs; 

d) ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise, and are 

retained for the benefit of the community; and 

e) ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing, economic uses and 

community facilities and services. (NPPF para 92) 

 

5.5.2 In the Working Group SWOT analysis one of the weaknesses identified was a lack of 

infrastructure, in particular for transport in the south of the parish remote from the B21666.  By 

infrastructure this Working Group means the economic and physical infrastructure and facilities to 

promote sustainable development. The Working Group aims to align itself to the work of the Natural 

Environment and Community Services Working Groups.   

 

5.5.3 Transport issues were also highlighted in the Neighbourhood Plan Survey, which reported 

numerous comments from residents about heavy traffic on rural roads.  While the Parish has only 

very limited scope within the Neighbourhood Plan to manage the increasing traffic demands on the 

B2166, most of which is generated outside the Parish, it has the opportunity to focus development to 

minimise the demands on the smaller roads south of the B2166. 

 

Environmental Impact and Design 
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5.6.1 Paragraph 125 of the NPPF states: “Design policies should be developed with local 

communities so they reflect local aspirations, and are grounded in an understanding and evaluation of 

each area’s defining characteristics. Neighbourhood plans can play an important role in identifying the 

special qualities of each area and explaining how this should be reflected in development.” 

 

5.6.2 The Working Group has scope to develop comprehensive policies that set out the quality of 

development that will be expected for the area based on stated objectives for the Parish’s future and 

an understanding and evaluation of the parish’s defining character. The NPPF (paragraph 127) sets 

out the following checklist for design, which will inform the Group’s policies: 

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments: 

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term but over the 

lifetime of the development; 

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and effective 

landscaping; 

c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built environment and 

landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such as 

increased densities); 

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets, spaces, building 

types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and visit; 

e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount and mix of 

development (including green and other public space) and support local facilities and transport 

networks; and 

f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health and well-being, with 

a high standard of amenity for existing and future users and where crime and disorder, and the fear of 

crime, do not undermine the quality of life or community cohesion and resilience. 

 

5.6.3 The importance of Design was echoed in the survey, where 92% of respondents gave their 

support to the that the Working Group should “encourage and support sensitive design standards that 

reflect the rural character of the Parish”.  Respondents also told us that they valued the environment 

very highly (97%) and wanted to protect agricultural land (88%).  And 94% told us that it is important 

to improve traffic management within the parish. 

 

5.6.4 Where traffic is concerned, the most effective mitigation would be to try to site new development 

where the impact of vehicular traffic is minimised by selecting sites close to the B2166, the only road 

with potential to add pedestrian footpaths and cycleways next to the road.  This would also minimise 

the traffic load on the majority of narrow minor roads in the parish. 

 

5.6.5 In terms of design standards, the most significant feature of the landscape is that it is flat, with 

the potential for distant views where a building may intrude however sympathetically it is designed.  

While the effect of buildings in the landscape might be mitigated to some extent by screening, a 

characteristic of the local landscape is its openness.  The Working Group would therefore wish to see 

a requirement that no new residential building should exceed two storeys in height, resulting in 

development that is relatively easily screened by trees that will mature in only a few years. 

 

5.6.6 Examination of existing residential development within the parish reveals an eclectic mix of 

housing designs, most of which sit comfortably in their environment. However, the Working Group 

may consider incorporating policy guidance, the overall purpose of which is to encourage a higher 
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standard of design for development within the parish.  A suggested outline would be: 

• An assessment of the design of existing buildings in the parish 

• A toolkit to ensure that future development will contribute positively to the future of the Parish and to 

preserve and enhance the parish and its qualities. (This last sentence and bullet points, and the 

following two paragraphs, were written when we were still considering a separate Design Guide.  I 

have tinkered with the wording to suggest we will try to incorporate guidance within the 

Neighbourhood Plan itself) 

 

5.6.7 The policies should be written to help people who are in the process of carrying out 

development such as landowners, architects, their clients and householders. It would seek to provide 

advice and guidance for local planning purposes and, in order to reflect the desires of the residents of 

the Parish, would be subject to further consultation. The Working Group might wish, for example, to 

influence the: 

• location, mass and placement of buildings, so they do not compromise existing character and 

sightlines 

• design of buildings and materials used so that they are in keeping with the buildings, historic and 

otherwise typical of the Parish and its wider area. 

 

5.6.8 These guidelines could also apply to changes brought about by smaller day-to-day adjustments 

to homes and gardens, open spaces, walls, hedges and fences which can alter the look and feel of 

the Parish. 

 

Proposal 4 That the existing policy framework relating to development in sustainable locations and 

creating and supporting sustainable communities continues to be given full weight and consideration 

as part of the planning process.  Following stakeholder and public consultation the Working Group will 

consider if further policy is needed in relation to this. 

 

Proposal 5 That the Working Group takes forward draft design guidance to wider consultation in 

order to create a policy or policies setting out clear basic principles of good and bad design for the 

Parish. 

 

6.  Objective 3 

 

Promote a sustainable local economy to operate within the Parish, able to employ local people 

and with excellent broadband facilities and communications.  

 

6.1 The main focus of economic activity in the Parish is in the north, within the area defined as a 

Horticultural Development Area (HDA) – though part of the HDA lies outside the parish.  This area is 

fairly well supplied with transport links, with the main access on the A259 which forms part of the 

northern boundary of the parish.  Smaller businesses are located on the Vinnetrow Business Park, 

and on other sites served by Vinnetrow Road, and in a small group at Manor Nursery served by the 

B2166.  The rest of the economic activity is almost entirely agricultural, with open fields south of North 

Mundham and Runcton being farmed intensively.  Very small businesses operate on other sites, with 

limited impact on the infrastructure or environment. 

 

6.2. While there is still some flexibility on the smaller sites in the parish, the HDA is already intensively 

developed as a growing area and more recently as the site for large packing sheds, to the extent that 

the emphasis of activity is focused more on packing crops grown elsewhere in the district and from 
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further afield, rather than growing them.  These economic pressures have brought significant 

manpower-intensive activity to the parish, of which only a small proportion comes from residents of 

the parish.  The Call for Sites did not produce any sites proposed for economic activity.  

 

6.3 The heavy machinery used in modern agriculture places serious demands on the network of 

narrow lanes which serve the south of the parish, and it is difficult to see how this can be avoided, 

though there is some scope for the farming community to develop its own network of tracks across 

agricultural land.  The need to relieve pressure on the minor roads in the parish is a strong factor in 

recommending sites for further housing development, and mitigates against any proposals for 

developing more business activity without direct access to classified roads. 

 

6.4 The requirement to provide additional housing in the parish brings with it the opportunity to focus 

on the needs of local people and local employment, siting development where it provides opportunity 

for sustainable travel to the areas of most employment. 

 

6.5 Survey respondents highlighted the very varied levels of satisfaction with broadband provision, 

with 40% of respondents being satisfied and 40% dis-satisfied.  This may reflect varied levels of 

demand and expectation, or the varied levels of service depending on distance from the nearest 

cabinet with a fibre connection. 

 

Proposal 6 That the Working Group should consider whether existing policies are sufficient to 

support economic activity in the Parish. 

 

7. Proposals 

 

Set out below are the Working Group’s general recommendations to meet its objectives: 

 

Proposal 1 That the Working Group may initiate discussions with site owners, including those who 

have not put their land forward, in order to consider potential future development and possible site-

specific policies. 

 

Proposal 2 That the Working Group completes the Site Assessment Criteria and takes forward to 

further assessment the sites put forward to the Neighbourhood Plan. 

 

Proposal 3 That the existing policy framework relating to providing a range of dwelling types and 

sizes to meet the identified local need continues to be given full weight and consideration as part of 

the planning process. Following stakeholder and public consultation the Working Group will consider if 

further policy is needed in relation to this. 

 

Proposal 4 That the existing policy framework relating to development in sustainable locations and 

creating and supporting sustainable communities continues to be given full weight and consideration 

as part of the planning process.  Following stakeholder and public consultation the Working Group will 

consider if further policy is needed in relation to this. 

 

Proposal 5 That the Working Group takes forward draft design guidance to wider consultation in 

order to create a policy or policies setting out clear basic principles of good and bad design for the 

Parish. 
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Proposal 6 That the Working Group should consider whether existing policies are sufficient to 

support economic activity in the Parish. 

 

 

7. Next Steps 

 

7.1 The Call for Sites list and Site Assessment Schedule provide the basis to determine future 

potential development and possible site-specific policies, in the light of what residents to tell the 

Steering Group would benefit the community.   

 

7.2 The sites that have been put forward will be reviewed according to the Site Assessment criteria 

covering suitability, achievability, availability and acceptability and a Strategic Environmental 

Assessment and Sustainability Appraisal will also be carried out.  The Working Group must 

endeavour to ensure that all its assessments are based on evidence, with no predetermined views 

and that an accurate picture of the alternatives must be presented so that they could be considered 

on a comparable basis.  

 

7.3 A draft Design Policy report will provide advice and guidance for local planning purposes about 

the style, appearance and materials for new development within the parish. This will ensure that 

future development will contribute positively to the future of the Parish and will help to protect and 

enhance the Parish and its qualities. This document will be available for future consultation. 

 

 

 

Annexes 

 

A. Text of Call for Sites 

B. Responses to Call for Sites 

C. Site Assessment Template 
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Annex A – Text of Call for Sites 

CALL FOR DEVELOPMENT SITES 

  

North Mundham Parish Council is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan for the North 

Mundham parish area under the provisions of the Localism Act 2011.  

The Steering Group aim to assess future housing and other development needs and is 

calling for Landowners agents/managers, developers, businesses and local interest 

groups within the North Mundham area to submit expressions of interest for potential 

development sites to be considered for possible inclusion in the Neighbourhood Plan for 

future development. 

At this stage the Steering Group is not committed to allocate a proposed site to the 

Neighbourhood Plan. This exercise will not in itself decide whether a site would be 

allocated for development by the neighbourhood plan nor will it commit the proposer(s) 

to applying for planning consent, but it will enable the steering group to better 

understand the needs and wishes of the electors within its Parish area.  

The site suggestions received by us including those identified in the District Council 

HELAA will be used to guide and inform the preparation of the Allocations of Land and 

Site Development section of the Neighbourhood Plan.  

 

If you want a site/s to be considered for development by the Neighbourhood Plan, we 

should like to hear from you. The sites need not be in your ownership if you have a 

responsibility for managing them and they can be proposals for a wide range of 

development uses.  

 

Please supply the following information 

 

• Location shown (supply map where possible showing site boundary) 

• Current use of site 

• Any known and anticipated constraints to developing site 

• Proposed type and tenure of development (market, affordable, starter homes, 

downsizers, family homes, retail, office, etc.) 

• The scale of proposed development (numbers) 

 

If you would like a site to be considered, please send all relevant information including 

your name and full contact details no later than 31st May 2019  

to clerk@northmundham.org Please head your submission “North Mundham 

Neighbourhood Plan Call for Sites”  

 

Alternatively, you can submit by post to 1 Charlmead, East Wittering, Chichester, 

West Sussex, PO20 8DN 

Thank you  

http://wwwlewes4alluk.moonfruit.com/download/i/mark_dl/u/4013089565/4623603578/Call-For-Sites.jpg
mailto:clerk@northmundham.org
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Annex B – Responses to Call for Sites 

 

A Charmans Field 

B  Hermitage Close 

C Lagness Road 

D Land East of the Spinney, Lagness Road 

E North Mundham Sawmill 

F Pigeon House Farm and Lowlands 

G Runcton Lane 

H South Mundham Farm 

I Stoney Meadow 

J Streamside 

K Walnut Tree 

L Peckhams Farm 
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Appendix C – Site Assessment Template 

 

North Mundham Neighbourhood Plan Site Profile 
 

Site Name/Reference   

Site Address /location  

Contact details or landowner /agent (for SG 
information only) 

 

 
 
 
Map of site (using parish online) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Gross site area (ha)  

Proposed use (potential nos of dwelling)  

Current use  

Previous use (if known)  
 

Surrounding land uses  

 Comments/Notes/ Observations 

Site boundary   

Type - Is the site: 
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that 
has not previously been developed) 
 
Brownfield: Previously developed land which is 
or was occupied by a permanent structure, 
including the curtilage of the developed land 
and any associated infrastructure. 

 

Greenfield  

Brownfield  

Mixture  

Unknown  
 

 

Location - Is the site: 
- Within the existing built up area 
- Adjacent to and connected with the 

existing built up area 

 

Within  

Adjacent to and 
connected 
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Outside the existing built up area Outside  

 
 

Topography of site (Please indicate flat/ steep/ 
gentle slope gradient  

Steep  

Flat  

Plateau  

   
  

 

Able to accommodate affordable housing Will the site provide 
affordable housing in 
accordance with your local 
plan?    
  

 

Able to provide a range of housing types, sizes 
and tenures 

Is the site constrained by 
size? Are you making best 
use of land? Will the site 
meet an identified need?
    

 

SHELAA reference and comments (if any)   

Planning history (Any previous applications for 
development on this site? What was the 
outcome?) 

  

Is the site allocated for a particular use (e.g. 
housing/ employment /open space) in the 
adopted and/ or emerging Local Plan?  
(provide details) 
 
 
 

Yes              No 
 

 

Is the site within or adjacent to the following policy or environmental 
designations: provide details 

 

Biodiversity & Designations, SSNIs, (Could site 
be home to protected species) 

High 
Unknown 
Low 

 

TPOs, Ancient Woodlands, veteran trees, 
Mature Trees 

Yes (Adjacent/nearby) 
No (Site lies within Impact 
Risk Zone of one/two, SSNI, 
SSSI etc.) 

 

European nature site (Special Area of 
Conservation, Special Protection Area or 
Ramsar) 

Yes (Adjacent/nearby) 
No (Site lies within Impact 
Risk Zone of one/two, SSNI, 
SSSI etc.) 

 

Designations (National Park, AONB) Yes (Adjacent/nearby) 
No (Site lies within Impact 
Risk Zone of one/two, SSNI, 
SSSI etc.) 

 

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of 
the following heritage designations or assets? 
 

Directly impact and/or 
mitigation not possible 
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• Conservation area 

• Scheduled monument 

• Registered Park and Garden 

• Registered Battlefield 

• Listed building 

• Known archaeology 

• Locally listed building 

Some impact, and/or 
mitigation possible 
Limited or no impact or no 
requirement for mitigation 

Archaeology/Geological importance Yes (Adjacent/nearby) 
No (Site lies within Impact 
Risk Zone of one/two, SSNI, 
SSSI etc.) 

 

Flood Zones 2 or 3 and risk from surface water 
flooding 

Yes (Adjacent/nearby) 
No (Site lies within Impact 
Risk Zone of one/two, SSNI, 
SSSI etc.) 

 

Agricultural Land 
Land classified as the best and most versatile 
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a) 

 

No loss  

Some loss  
 

 

Landscape Character and Sensitivity (Visual 
Impact)  
Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in 
terms of landscape and visual impact? 
 
Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible 
from surrounding locations, existing landscape 
or townscape character is poor quality, existing 
features could be retained 
 
Medium sensitivity: development of the site 
would lead to a moderate impact on landscape 
or townscape character due to visibility from 
surrounding locations and/or impacts on the 
character of the location. 
(e.g. in built up area);  
 
High sensitivity: Development would be within 
an area of high quality landscape or townscape 
character, and/or would significantly detract 
from local character. Development would lead 
to the loss of important features of local 
distinctiveness- without the possibility of 
mitigation. 

Low landscape sensitivity 
Medium landscape 
sensitivity 
High landscape sensitivity  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low visual impact 
Medium visual impact 
High visual impact 

 

Relationship to designated local greenspace Does the site impact on a 
local green space 
designation?  

 

Views into and out of the site Please indicate significant 
views into the site and out 
of the site. (wide/ framed/ 
screened/ long/ short) 
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Is the current access adequate for the proposed 
development? If not, is there potential for 
access to be provided? 

Yes              No 
Confirm with WSCC 
Highways about suitable 
access? Can issue be dealt 
with through mitigation? 

 

Is the site accessible?  
 
Provide details of site’s connectivity   

Yes              No 
Confirm with WSCC 
Highways about suitable 
access? Can issue be dealt 
with through mitigation? Is 
the access ransomed to a 
3rd party? etc. 

 

Proximity to facilities/amenities  
Is the site, in general terms, close/ accessible to 
local amenities such as (but not limited to): 
Where a site is poorly located if > 1 km, 
moderately located if 400m to 1 km, and 
favourably located if < 400m from services. 

  
Poorly located 
moderately located 
favourably located 
   

 

• Village hall   

• Bus Stop/Public Transport   

• School   

• Green/Open/Recreational Space   

• Employment   

• Local Shop/s   

• Pub/s   

• Cycle route/s   

Coalescence (would dev’t result in neighbouring 
settlements merging into one another.) 

Yes              No 
 

 

Would there be any traffic impacts? 
 

Yes              No 
 

 

Are there any air quality issues? 
 

Yes              No 
 

 

Summary conclusions  
 

Site has major constraints 
 

Yes              No 
 

 

Site has minor constraints 
 

Yes              No 
 

 

Potential capacity for housing (density) (15, 25, 
35 dph) 
 

 

Availability (is site available for development 
within plan period) 
 

Yes              No 
 

 

 

 


